Abstract-Dispersive effects in transient propagation and scattering are usually negligible over the high frequency portion of the signal spectrnm, and for certain configurations, they may be neglected altogether. The sonrce-excited field may then be expressed as a continuous spatial spectrum of nondispersive timeharmonic local plane waves, which can be inverted in closed form into the time domain to yield a fundamental field representation in terms of a spatial spectrnm of transient local plane waves. By exploiting its analytic properties, one may evaluate the basic spectral integral in terms of its singnlarities-real and complex, time dependent and time independent-in the complex spectral plane. These singularities describe distinct features of the propagation and scattering process appropriate to a given environment. The theory is developed in detail for the generic local plane wave spectra representative of a broad class of two-dimensional propagation and diffraction problems, with emphasis on physical interpretation of the various spectral contributions. Moreover, the theory is compared with a similar approach that restricts all spectra to be real, thereby forcing certain wave processes into a spectral mold less natural than that admitting complex spectra. Finally, application of the theory is illustrated by specific examples. The presentation is divided into three parts. Part I, in this paper, deals with the formulation of the theory and the classification of the singularities.
I. INTRODUCTION
T RANSIENT WAVE propagation and scattering in a rather general environment, when caused by short pulse illumination and observed over long time intervals, requires synthesis in terms of harmonic constituents covering the range from high to low frequencies. Dispersive effects usually play a minor role for the high frequency contribution and therefore permit the use of "weakly dispersive" approximations. Dispersion here implies that the propagation speed of plane waves employed in the spectral synthesis depends on the frequency but that this dependence may be ignored in the weakly dispersive regime. By separating the wide-band transient response into weakly and strongly dispersive portions, one may employ distinct methods better adapted to analytical and numerical implementation of each rather than attack the much more complicated overall problem. Following this strategy, we investigate here the weakly-dispersive part of the received signal spectrum. High frequencies are required to synthesize the initial (early time) response characteristics, with the upper frequency limit w, determined by how violently the signal changes from its quiescent state across the first causal wavefront arrival. Impulse excitation requires w, + 03 whereas smoother incident pulses permit a finite bound on wu. As time progresses, the later time portion of the first arrival emphasizes lower frequency components. When the propagation or scattering environment gives rise to multiple wavefront effects, each arriving wavefront field has its own causal "turnon time" at the receiver and behaves at times thereafter in the manner described above. The overall received signal therefore comprises contributions from early and later arrivals, which overlap in view of the lower frequency tails of the initial arrivals but are nevertheless resolvable by their distinct turnon times. Subsequent arrivals may in fact be combined collectively into modal or resonance fields which emphasize more efficiently the influence of dispersion in the moderate and late time range [l] .
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The above phenomenological description of the transient process points out a dilemma concerning the validity of the weakly dispersive approach in the overall scheme. The weakly dispersive portion of the signal response is problem dependent. Certain special configurations are truly nondispersive so that exact treatment of the nondispersive spectrum will yield exact received fields for all times. Dispersion, when present, may be intrinsic due to physical properties of the propagation medium, or virtual due to geometrical properties of surfaces which do not adapt to spectral plane wave decomposition. For example, concerning virtual dispersion, the exact cylindrical wave functions for a circular boundary reduce to the nondispersive canonical local plane wave form only in the WentzelKramer-Brillouin (WKB) (high frequency) approximation. The range of validity of the weakly dispersive approximation must then be ascertained by comparison with test solutions obtained by other means. This route for establishing confidence here is no different from that employed in the testing of other approximate theories. After the extraction of the weakly dispersive part of the spectrum, the remainder is a low frequency, dispersive spectral integral which is usually suitable for evaluation by numerical means [2], [3] .
Assuming that a weakly dispersive regime exists, one may employ a continuous spatial spectrum of time harmonic local plane waves to synthesize the frequency domain response due 0018-926X/87/0100-0080$01.00 0 1987 IEEE HEYMAN AND FELSEN: SPECTRAL THEORY OF TRANSIENTS 8 1 to source excitation in the presence of a propagation or scattering environment. Since each plane wave in the spatial spectrum is nondispersive, the conventional sequence of doing frequency inversion after spatial inversion for recovery of the transient field may be reversed, yielding the transient field as a spatial superposition of transient local plane waves. This general strategy has been described in previous publications [4], [ 5 ] . The approach, which differs from the real spectral analysis employed by others [6], utilizes real and complex spatial spectra. We call the procedure, which is formalized and generalized here by introducing analytic signals, the spectral theory of transients (STT).
As noted above, the STT formulation starts with a spatial spectral integral whose integrand comprises nondispersive local plane waves in the frequency domain. Basically, the integrand results from high frequency (WKB) approximation of the full spectrum, and its stationary phase evaluation yields the ray fields of the geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD). For separable problems, the spectrum can be constructed by the method of separation of variables. For nonseparable problems, this may be done by generalized spectral methods The task of describing the theory has been separated here into three parts. The first, in this paper, deals with the analysis of the complex transient spatial spectra generated by various physical characteristics in the broad class of propagation and scattering environments addressed by STT. The critical spectral features include real and complex poles, and real branch points, some time-dependent and others time-independent, which yield isolated contributions when separated, but which may approach one another and coalesce during certain time intervals. These singularities are analyzed and categorized in detail. In the second part [ 101, inversion of the spectral integral in terms of the singularities in the complex spectral plane furnishes the formal solution for the transient field, which has features that distinguish it from the solution obtained by the real spectrum approach of Chapman [6]. The differences appear most strikingly in problems that give rise to spectral contributions which are expressible in terms of residues from complex poles and are therefore compact (i.e., physically more "natural") when kept complex but appear smeared out (physically "unnatural") in a real spectrum synthesis. Also stressed here are explicit wavefront approximations that relate the transient field near a wavefront to the field obtained by inverting the ray fields of GTD into the time domain. The third part of this paper [l 11 deals with a variety of specific applications that include focusing by medium inhomogeneities, effects due to interfaces separating different media, and scattering by obstacles with edges or with smooth focusing or defocusing surface contours (see Fig. 1 ). Using the general results of the first and second parts, each application can be solved and interpreted expeditiously. By this manner of presentation, it is hoped to transmit to the reader an appreciation of the broad general scope of STT, as well as its implementation, with stress on the physical significance of various spectral contributors to the observed transient field.
II. THE SPECTRAL INTEGRAL

A. Formulation
The starting point in the spectral theory of transients is the synthesis of the time harmonic field by means of a spectral integral comprising a continuous superposition of nondispersive local plane waves, [4], [5] where r ' and r identify source and observation point locations, respectively. With N depending on the dimensionality of the propagation process, E = ({(I), E(*), * e , E(w) are spectral variables which characterize the plane wave field A(E) exp [iw7(()] with amplitude A and phase (UT) in terms of convenient physical (geometrical) parameters: departure angles at the source, scattering angles at a discontinuity, etc. (Fig. 2) . When interpreted as spectral wavenumbers, it is implied thereby that the spectral parameters are normalized with respect to the frequency o. This feature renders the form of the integrand in (1) nondispersive since the frequency appears only as a linear factor in the exponent, or as an algebraic multiplier with possible fractional power determined by the integer M . For each 4, the spectral integrand defines a local plane wave congruence that translates a wavefront passing through the source into a wavefront passing through the observer along ray trajectories with travel time (or time delay) 7 (Fig. 2) . The spectral contour CN follows the real axis in each spectral variable except to avoid, in a manner consonant with the radiation condition, possible singularities located on these axes. From this unique specification, analytic continuation may be invoked to validate contour deformation into the complex 4 domain.
At high frequencies, plane wave congruences with different E interfere constructively around central values tj. When Ej is chosen so as to make the normalized phase r(r, r ' ; 5 ) stationary, it defines a trajectory that passes through both the source point and the observation point and thus represents a ray of GTD: either regular (direct, reflected, refracted) or diffracted, depending on the propagation environment. Asymptotic (saddle point) evaluation of the spectral integral then furnishes the GTD field along that ray. The spectral integral is therefore referred to as the ray integral. Except for very few configurations (e.g., plane homogeneous layers, or a semiinfinite screen in a homogeneous environment), the integrand in (1) is constructed by high frequency approximations, which validate the local plane wave spectra. Moreover, it is assumed that the medium is nondispersive. In a dispersive medium, the wave velocity is an operator involving the time derivative (a/ at). In the high frequency limit, however, the effect of medium dispersion is weak so that even under these more general conditions, the spectral integral in (1) is a canonical form which can be improved, if desired, by : iispersive low 
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Multiple reflected rays (a) Dielectric interface (C) Caustic". in (1) is the time delay along rays in a congruence from the wavefront which passes through the source point r' to the wavefront which passes through the observation point r. For spectral values . $ j equal to a stationary point of 7(t), a ray in the congruence passes through both r' and r. (a) Ray congruence with turning point. Observer at r, is reached by real rays in the visible spectrum while observer at r2 is reached by complex rays belonging to the nonvisible (evanescent) spectrum. (b) Double spectral decomposition, due to the actual source (E(')) and the virtual source at the edge (ER)).
frequency correction that is usually much more suitable for evaluation by numerical means [2] , [3].
Owing to its nondispersive nature, the ray integral in (1) can be inverted in closed form into the time domain via the Fourier transform the sign of the frequency, it is more convenient to restrict the inversion to positive frequencies via the analytic transform By its definition, u+ is analytic in the lower half of the complex time plane, with a limit on the real axis given by [5]
However, since the plane wave spectra generally depend on u+(t) = u(t) +ifi(t), t real. 
Applying the analytic Fourier transform (3) to the ray integral (1) and specifying Im t < 0, one may interchange the order of the and w integrations, * and perform the frequency integration in closed form to obtain u(r, r'; t)=DM(t)* Re { U + ( r , r'; t ) } , t real
where the asterisk denotes a convolution, U+ is the limit on the real axis of the analytic time domain spectral integral with the canonical form
and with S(t) representing the Dirac delta function and H(t) the Heavyside function, which equals unity or zero for positive or negative arguments, respectively. It should be noted that in (7) and (9), the differentiation may be commuted to act on U, .
In (8), the analytic transient source-excited field is synthesized as a spectrum of analytic transient local plane wave congruences defined for each 4 by
V+(r; t; E)=A(E)d+[t-T([)],
Im t s O . (10)
Here, in the lower half of the t-plane, S + ( t ) denotes the analytic delta function 1 l-z 7
Im t<O with (1 lb) representing the distributional limit of (1 la) for Im t = 0 (cf. [5, appendix] ). Thus, for E in the "visible spectrum", where plane waves propagate along real ray trajectories as in Fig. 2 and ~( f ) is real, Re V+ represents either an impulsive local plane wave with arrival time T or a ' Alternatively, keeping t real, one may deform CA7 away from the real axis to make Im 7 > 0 [q.
local plane wave with a waveform ll(t -T ) , for real or imaginary A (e), respectively.
The transient integral U , can be evaluated in terms of the singularities of the integrand. Of particular importance among these are the time-dependent pole singularities E(t), defined by
7[4(t)] = t ,
Im t 1 0 .
(12) They identify source excited local plane wave constituents that reach the observer at time t. In addition, one has to take into account the singularities of T(E) and A(4). For ~( t ) , these include real branch points k Ec at the edges of the propagating wave (visible) spectrum (see Section II-B). For A (e), one may have branch points 41, introduced into the visible spectrum by certain interface (for example, critical angle) reflection phenomena in a piecewise continuous medium, and time-independent pole singularities &, attributed to shadow boundaries in certain diffracting configurations (for example, a semi-infinite screen). In the following sections, we shall explore the analytic properties of the spectral integral in (S), and classify them according to the forms of the functions ~( t ) and A (E).
Although the discussion proceeds in general terms, we associate each form with a physical wave process. In a second paper [lo], we evaluate the corresponding transient fields generically. A third paper [ 111 contains applications to various specific configurations, like those in Fig. 1 . For simplicity, we deal only with geometries in two dimensions (i.e., N = 1) so that E + [ defines a single spectral variable, and with M = 0 so that from (7) and (9), u = Re U+.
B. Spectral Properties
To characterize the properties of the integrands in (1) and (S), it is useful to separate the spectrum into "visible" and "nonvisible" ranges. The visible spectrum belongs to the interval along the real &axis that renders the travel time T ( [ ) real; the corresponding local plane waves propagate from source to observer (e.g. r, in Fig. 2(a) ). The end points of the visible spectrum are denoted by f 4,. In the nonvisible range 14 I > [, along the real axis, 7 is complex and the local plane waves are evanescent. To be specific, we shall take the spectral parameter [ to be the normalized wavenumber (transform variable) along one of the space coordinates. Then the transition from waves which are propagating to those which are evanescent along the other space coordinate (e.g. the field near r2 in Fig. 2(a) ) requires the local plane wave phase ~ ( 4 ) to have first-order branch point singularities at +-Ec.
To render the integration in (8) The location of the integration contour in (8) must be specified uniquely with respect to the singularities of the integrand: the time-dependent poles E(t), the time-independent branch points k [,, and the time-independent possible branch ' points f &, and poles &, of A (E). For the time-independent singularities, the location of C is already determined from the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION, VOL. AP-35, NO. 1, JANUARY 1987 considerations that led to the formulation of the time harmonic integral in (1) (see Fig. 3 ; although C is shown to pass below Ep, there are diffraction problems (see [lo] ) for which C passes above tp). For the time-dependent pole singularities, the determination is made by assuming Im t < 0 so that the real poles E(t) in the visible spectrum are displaced from the real 4 axis. The limit Im t = 0 can then be made unambiguous, and .yields for the real roots f ( t ) in the visible spectrum:
The limiting process is schematized in Fig. 3 A(E)=A*(E*), A real for-&<f<E,
A(E)= -A*(,$*), A imaginary for-ty<f<Ey.
(15b)
These cases generate distinct categories of transient wave solutions with different analytical properties (see [IO] ).
C. Time-Dependent Poles
The poles generated by solutions t ( t ) of (12) move in the complex t-plane along trajectories that depend on the observation time t and on the form of the travel time function ~( 4 ) . Setting Im t < 0 allows the real roots to be displaced away from the real f-axis, thereby making their disposition with respect to the integration path unique (see (13) and Fig. 3 ). In the limit of real t , the trajectories form branches, real and complex, with intersections at the stationary points tjy j = 1, 2, --, (if any) of the phase function 7 in the visible range (see, for example, in Fig. 3 where the roots tend toward the boundaries between the shaded and unshaded regions as Im t -+ 0). These points, as noted earlier, correspond to geometrical rays from source to observer, with wavefront arrival times tj= T ( t j ) , T ' ( f j ) = 0, j = 1, 2, * -.
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The prime denotes the derivative with respect to the argument. When there is no real stationary point, the observer is not reached by propagating waves along a real ray path, and the complex trajectories E(t) do not intersect the real axis. This happens, for example, on the dark side of a caustic. When it is necessary to make a distinction, we shall identify the real roots as [(t) and the complex roots in the upper or lower half-planes as {(t) and &t), respectively (Fig. 3) .
For isolated stationary points, the relevant portion of the phase function 7, which determines the trajectory configuration, is that near the local maxima or minima of the more general form sketched in Fig. 4(a) . Each Ej is at the junction between two real branches and two complex branches, which intersect the real axis perpendicularly. For t < tj, two roots t(t) move towards tj on two opposite branches, and for t > ti, they move away on the other two (see Fig. 3 , near El or &). At t = ti, there are two roots near f j , with behavior inferred by expanding 7(E) to second order near f j , 1 2 r ( t ) z t , + -(t-fj)'~,!', 7 ; Z T " (~, ) (17) and inverting (12) to find ( t ) = f j * [2(t -tj)/r;] 1'2, t = tj.
(18)
Thus, if 7; < 0 (point f z in Fig. 3 ), two roots move toward from both sides on the real axis for t < tj, and away from tj on complex trajectories normal to the real axis for t > tj. If 7 ; > 0 (point 4, in Fig. 3 ), the movement of the roots with respect to tj is reversed. The complex trajectories generally extend to infinity, with limiting times t = ~o 3 for 7; 0, respectively. The explicit expressions in (17) and ( wavefront approximations (see [lo] ) whose validity is restricted to observation times near the wavefront arrival.
In problems giving rise to. wave phenomena that generate caustics and foci, the phase function T(,$) is such that two or more first-order stationary points may approach one another, implying that 7; -, 0. The time interval legitimizing (18) then becomes successively more restricted, and the limiting confluence generates a stationary point of higher order. To describe transitional wave fields uniformly under these conditions, it is necessary to replace the quadratic approximation (17) for the phase ~( t ) by a higher order polynomial that accommodates at the point of confluence the vanishing of as many derivations of
~( t )
as may occur. The trajectories of the roots ,$(t) depend on the location of the observer; when the observer is on the dark side of a caustic, the trajectories lie entirely in the complex 4-plane and do not intercept the real axis.
The simplest illustration is for two contiguous first-order stationary points, representative of field observations near a smooth caustic (see Fig. 1 ). On the caustic, these stationary points collapse into a single second-order stationary point whereas in the shadow they become complex, with one moving above and the other below the real ,$-axis. This behavior is described adequately by a cubic approximation of the phase function in Fig. 4 ; the wavefront approximation for this case is inferred from the sketch in Fig. 3 when the observer is in the lit region, and from Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) when the observer is on the caustic and in the shadow, respectively. The cubic polynomial has three roots, whose properties can be inferred from these figures. Note that Fig. 5(b) has pole trajectories which do not touch the real ,$ axis, even for Im t = 0.
D. Time Independent Singularifies
The time-dependent poles t ( t ) in the spectral integral are attributable to the travel time function 7(r, r ' ; E), which describes the transport of the local plane waves from source to observer. From (12), the spectra selected in this manner include not only those near ti, which are responsible for arrival of the wavefront along the geometric ray path, but also constituents preceding and following that strongest and physically most apparent event. In addition to these most common transport phenomena, there may arise others, caused in certain reflection and diffraction environments by localized drastic transitions in the visible range plane wave spectra near values fixed by the physical parameters. For example, in the presence of an interface between two media, the transition from partial to total reflection puts a special strain on the reflected wave spectra in the vicinity of the value corresponding to critical incidence. This manifests itself by generating in the spectral amplitude A in (8) a branch point singularity at the point t b , whose value is fixed for all time by the refractive index contrast across the interface. Wave blocking and shadow formation due to finite obstacles causes violent changes in the plane wave spectra propagating along and near the geometrical directions of the shadow boundaries. These special directions, again determined for all time by source and obstacle geometry, appear in the spectral amplitude. For blocking effects involving a half-plane, for example, they generate poles at spectral points tp corresponding to propagation coincident with a shadow boundary.
The influence of additional singularities like a branch point contributions to the spectral inversion in (8), and second, they may affect the response due to the travel-time-generated time- 
III. CONCLUSION
The spectral theory of transients deals ivith the explicit description of weakly dispersive wave processes in the time domain. Synthesized by a continuous spatial spectrum of transient local plane waves, the basic spectral integral for the transient field, expressed as an analytic signal, is characterized by, and can be evaluated in terms of, the spectral singularities in the integrand. These are associated with the phase and (or) amplitude of the local plane wave constituents; they involve real and complex poles and branch points, which may be timedependent or time-dependent, isolated or in confluence. The spectral map defined by these singularities has been explored in detail. The features of the transient response generated by each are presented in Part II of this paper [lo] . 
